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Polynomial functions of theclassical phase v~iables p2 p.q, and q2, are used in 
higher-order perturbation expansions in various fields of physics, including geometric 
aberration optics of axially-symmetric lens and mirror systems. These polynomials 
participate inoperations such as linear combination, multiplication, Poisson brackets, 
and a Baker-Campbe11-Hausdorff compounding that corresponds toconcatenation f 
optical elements. We are interested in handling the polynomials through structures 
and in bases where the above operations axe as short as possible. The monomiai 
basis is one obvious choice that performs efficiently under multiplication. For Poisson 
brackets and aberration-group products h wever, the s~mplecgie basis that uses solid 
spherical harmonica in three variables is shown to be a better choice. In the last 
operation, for seventh aberration order, we halve th  computation complexity in the 
symplectic basis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Polynomials are a plentiful source of symbolic computation problems. We are 
concerned in general with hlgher-order perturbation theory, and with aberration 
optics in particular. The functions we handle are polynomials in the phase space 
variables of" a system, subject to the operations of linear combination, multiplica- 
tion, Poisson brackets, and nonlinear canonical transformations produced by the 
optical elements of a system calculated up to a given (seventh) aberration order. 
The purpose of this article is to present results on a choice of basis that leads to 
halving the computation complexity of symbolic optical design for axis-symmetric 
systems. The usual and obvious choice of a basis for polynomials is the basis of  
monomials; here we compare this with the symplectic basis built from spherical 
harmonics. The mathematical construction is also applicable to certain common 
Hamiltonian mechanical systems uch as perturbed harmonic oscillators. 
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The Haa~ailtonlan formulation of geometric optics describes light rays refe- 
red to a screen z = constant by four basic phase-space observables [Sekiguchi and 
Wolf (1987)], [Dragt, Forest and Wolf (1986)]. There axe two position coordinates 
given by the intersection of the ray with the screen, q = (qx, q~). The projection 
on the screen of the three-vector tangent o the ray (of length n, the refractive 
index of the medium at q) is the optical momentum p = (px,p2). 
Linear trvamformations of phase space must be canonical [Goldstein (1963)] 
to model the passive elements of paraxial optics, such as propagation i  homoge- 
nous media or in fibers, and the action of refracting interfaces between them. These 
transformations can be represented by real 4 x 4 sljmplectic matrices [Gilmore 
(1978)] which constitute the Lie group Sp(4,~). NoW, when an optical system 
is invariant under rotations around a common axis, its paraxial characterization 
belongs to a subgroup Sp(2, ~) c Sp(4, ~). There exists the accidental homomor- 
phism between the group of two-dimensional symplectic transformations and the 
pseudo-rotation group in three dimensions [Gilmore (1978)) Sp(2, ~R) 2:=I S0(2,1); 
thus we work with the solid spherical haxrnonic polynomials in the three variables 
p2, p.q,  and q2. 
Aberration optics requires polynomial functions of phase space of degree 
greater than two. The group of paraxial optics is used to classify the polynomials 
by symplectic spin, mathematically similar in its basic aspects with ordinary angu- 
lar momentum states in the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator [Navarro-Saad 
and Wolf (1985)], [Wolf (1988a)]. Aberrations are thus classified into irreducible 
s|/mpleetic multiplet, s, which mix only amongst themselves under the linear trans- 
formations of paraxial optics. The definitions and main properties of the monomial 
and symplectic bases are reviewed in Section 2, as well as the multi-level vector 
structure that we use to represent the polynomials. We analyze the relative ad- 
vantages for symbolic computation in the symplectic veraus the monomial bases 
under the operations of ordinary polynomial multiplication, Poisson brackets, and 
aberration group composition in Sections 2, 3, and 4. This last operation is in- 
tended to compress information permitting an ef~cient algorithm to concatenate 
the aberrating elements that form an optical system; nonlinear transformations 
are thus expressed in a perturbation expansion linearly [Wolf (1988b)]. 
We have worked in muSIMP, a widely available PC-sized symbolic computa- 
tion language. It is clear however, that our conclusions, presented in Section 6, are 
independent of hardware. Our current aim is to produce a package of functions 
for Lie optics design of axis-symmetric systems to at least aeventh aberration or- 
der. Aberration order three may be managed by hand, while orders beyond nine 
require expressions occasionally too long for a 612 KB PC; order seven is thus a 
compromise both nontrivial and within desktop capacity. Our present means put 
a stringent upper limit on the computation complexity we wish to handle. Group- 
theoretical methods axe used as much as possible to reduce this complexity and 
this could be the measure of the usefulness of our endeavours. 
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2. REPRESENTATIONS OF POLYNOMIALS IN TWO BASE8 
The description of axis symmetric systems in aberration optics requires the  phase 
space coordinates p = (Pl, P2), q = (ql, q2). Axially symmetric systems work with 
the three functions 
p2 = p2 + p~, p-q = plql + p2q2, qZ ._ q21 + q~, (2.1a) 
and the invariant qxp .  We need as basic variables the following: 
~1 = __~(p2 -- q2), 
~2 ¢ 2 = (p + q2), 
~3 = P • q, 
~+ + i~2) = ~2 pz, ----- - -~2(~ 1 
~0 = ~S=P'q ,  (2.1b) 
in an abstract ~S space ~ = (~1, ~2, ~S). The norm of this three-vector is the radius 
of the sphere 
~2_ .~2W~2q_~2=~2_2~+~_=(p .q)2_p2q2=_(q×p)2 .  (2.2) 
It is an Jnvariant under the group of linear transformations of p and q, Sp(2, ~) 
[Gilmore (1978)], and is (minus) the Petzval invariant of classical optics. 
2.1. The monomial basis and vector representation Let us consider first poly- 
nomials/l(p2,p.q, 2) in the variables (2.1), of degrees 1 up to some kmtx, written 
as sums of monomlal~ 
.k+.ko ek_-. (2.3) Mk+,ko,k_ = (p2)k+ (p .  q)kO(q2)k- = 2(k+ +k-)/2 ~  ~0 
The sums may be arranged as 
• ~ = ~ A~(k+, k0, k_) Mk+,k0,k_ 
l_<k+ +ko+k- <_km~x 
kmax ½ (k-t-l) {k't-2) 
= ~ ~ a~[k, nlMk÷,kO,k_, 
k=l n=l  
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
where 
k = k+ + ko + k-,  n = ½(ko + k-)(kO + k- + 1) + k -  + 1. (2.4c) 
We call k the rank of a monomial. For rank k = 1, n = 1, 2, 3 labels k+kok- = 
100, 010, 001; the vector elements are the coefficients of p2, p .q ,  and q2 in the 
polynomial, respectively. For k = 2, n = 1 , . . . ,  6 labels the monomial indices 200, 
110, 101, 020, 011, and 002, lezieographicall~, i.e., arranged as if by decreasing 
numerical order 200 > 110 > .. . .  
We represent the polynomial ~I in the monomial basis by a two-level column 
vector  M ~**e, whose elements contain the coefficients; the first level is arranged by 
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rank k ---- 1, 2,.../¢m~, and the second lexicographically by n. The number of 
components ~ in the ranks k = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  is nm~x = 3, 6, I0, 15, . . . ,  ~(kq-1) (k+21, 
i.e., the triangular numbers. To describe optical aberrations up to order A --- 2k -  
1 = 1, 3, 5, 7, . . .  we thus require polynomials with 3, 9, 19, 34, . . . ,  ~k(k 2-b6k+ 11) 
distinguishable summands that are the vector components in our representation. 
We avoid the explicit use of constant terms (which would correspond to rank k = 0 I 
because they do not participate in the characterization f optical elements, our 
main application; their inclusion does not significantly alter our basic algorithms. 
For rank up to kmax = 2 (third order aberration optics) the arrangement of these 
nine vector components i  
"'ii! 0) AM[I, 1~'~(0,i,0) IA~[~, ~.A~(O,0,1) 
f AM[2, /' AM (2, 0, 0) 
= IAM[2,ijl = IAM(Z,~,0) I AM[2, I AM(l,0,1) 
I .e'[2, I A~(0,2,0) 
[ AM[2,561 ) [ AM(0, I, I ) 
~, AM[2, ~, AM (0, 0, 21 
, coefllcient of 
p2 
p 'q  
q2 
( 212 
p2p.q 
p2 q2 
(p.q)2 
p.qq2 
(q2)2. 
(2.5) 
The above set corresponds to the three-dimensional Cartesian harmonic oscillator 
basis of states with one and two energy quanta. In nuclear physics, these are the 
p and d shells (vector and quadrupole deformation). 
2.2. The symplectic basis and vector representation We also use the classifi- 
cation of polynomials as vectors in the syrnplectic basis. The same polynomial 
in (2.41 is written as the following sum: 
kmax 1 or 0 Y 
= ~ ~ ~ As(k,j,m) kr'= (2.6a) 
k=1 y=k(-2) ,,~=-i 
~m.~ [k/2]+1 2j÷1 
= ~ ~ ~ As[k, ny, nn~] kXYm, (2.0b) 
k=l  ny=l  a,,,~=l 
where 
ny = ½(k - J) -I- 1, nm = j - m + 1. (2.6c) 
The polynomial basis k~.~ is that of the sS/mplectic harmonlcs. These 
functions are defined in terms of the solid spherical harmonics ~(~I  [Dragt, 
Forest, and Wolf (1986)], [Wolf (1986)] and the Sp(2,~) invariant ~2 in (2.2). 
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They are: 
kI~ = ((~2)(/~-y)[2 V/4;(2j "#" I)(j + rn,)! (3' - r'fc)!y~((~) (2.~a) 
(2y + ~)!! 
= ((2)(~_y)/= (y + m)! (y - m)i ). 6) +'~ (i y-~-2" (" 
2"/2(2y- ~)!I ~ 2" (~ +,0! (Y - '~- 2"): '~) (2.Zb) 
(q) q]k_ j ( j+m)! ( j -  )! 1 (p2)m+n (p.q)j-m-2, 2 ,~ 
----- iP × 2-~'~ : ~)V.~ ~ 22n (m + n)! (j "m - 2n)t r~i (2.7c) 
The double ~actorial z!! is 1.3.5...  z for z odd and 2.4.-. • for z even. We use 
the square root factor in the definition (2.7a) so that we may have /~I'~ = (p2)k 
with unit coefficient, and all other k.~j's with rational coefficients of monomials 
A[k+,ko,k_. For ] = k, the monomial coe~cients of kl'~ have the property that 
their sum is unity; this provides a good visual check on results. Below, we write 
a table of symplectic harmonics of ranks/c = i,2,3,and 4 (k = 0 is the scalar 
0~o =~). 
The k = 1 functions are the coordinates of the R ~ space that is the domain of 
the spherical harmonics: 
111 = P'q = ~0 =/PI010, 
II_11 = q2 = v3~- = M00,. 
(2.s) 
Under the Fourier transformation of phase space (qFp,  p~ _q), the ~-sphere 
undergoes a rotation by }~r around the ~2 axis: (~1, ~2, ~s)F(--~I, ~2,--~S), and 
F F ~÷~-~÷,  ~0 F - ~0. The two bases transform as 
F Mk+,ko,k_+(--1)kOMk_,ko,k+ (2.9,) 
(_l)j-mk~.~ (p2 p.q, q2)~.~F kIj m (p2,p.q, q2) = k~ (q2 p.q, p2). (2.9b) 
Hence, we give the table for m __ 0 only; the m < 0 polynomials are obtained from 
the last equality. 
The k = 2 functions are the generators of third-order aberrations; they display 
the quadrupole quintuplet 
2x~ = 2~ 2 -- M2o0, 
2Zo2 ~(~+~_ + ~0 ~) = = ~o~ + I~02o, 
(2.10,) 
and singlet 
2:~0 = 2~+~_ - ~02 = Mi01 - ~020. (2.10b) 
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The  k = 3 funct ions  are the generators of fi/th-order aberrations classified into 
a septuplet 
sx~ = 2v~$ = M~oo, 
~x~ = 2d+~o = M~lO, 
SXl _ }~(~2~_ + 2~+~02) ---- ~M2oll + ~M120, (2.11a) 
%~ = }(3e+~o~_ + ~]) : }~1~ + }Mo.o, 
and a triplet that repeats the k ----- 1 triplet in factored form 
~z~ = 2z° ~xL, ~ = ~,o,-~. (2.1~b) 
The k = 4 funct ions  are the generators of ~eventh-order aberrations that decom- 
pose into a nonupht 
4xt = 2v~.~o = Ms~o, 
4X4 3~ "2) = ~'/~f301 + I'/ 220, 2 : ,~C~, ~- + 8M' 
4Xt = ~v~(Sd~o~- + 2~ ~o ) : ~M2~ + ~MlSO, 
4zt = , 2 2 2~0 4) = AM~o~ + ~M,~ + ~Mo,o 
and a factorizable quintuplet and singlet, 
4z~ = 2x ° 2z~,  ~ = 2 ,1 , . . . , -2 ,  ~z ° = (~z°)  ~. 
(2.12a) 
(2.1~b) 
The change of basis from kI~ to Mk+,ko,k_ , i.e., the inverse to (2.7), is 
1 or0 
Lkj, m k~ (2.13a) Mk+,ko,k_ = ~ k+,k0,k_ , 
i=k (-2) 
where two monomJal and symplectic indices are related by 
k+ + ko + k -  = k, k+ --  k_ = rn, (2.13b) 
and the only sum is over j = k, k - 2, . . . ,  1 or 0; ½(k - 3") is an integer. The 
Lk,Y,m coef~cients k+ ko,k- may be found from the three-term recursion relations [Wolf 
(1986)]* for v: 
(k- 2u -  m)(k-  2u -  rn- I)L~i'~Z ) 
: [2 (k  - 2v  - rn ) (2v  t -  m -{- 1) -I- 2v  - ( j  - -  m) ( j  -t- m + 1)]L~i'~j;n (2 .13c)  
, ,-/c,j,m + 4u(v + rnj~k(~_l) , 
*Please note that in equations (7.15)-(7.14) of reference [Wolf (1986)] we used B = ½(p × q)~ in 
(7.5e) and the definition (7.5,,). Later standarisation [Dragt, Forest, and Wolf (1986)] favored, 
as here, ~ - [p x q[ for the relevant scalar parameter. The coe~cients thus relate as L h~m 
2-(~-j) /2Lth*r*.  
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where 
k(v) ----- (k+,k0,k-)(v) = 0" + m,k - 2v - re, v), 
and the recursion terminates when v = 0 with 
(~.lsd) 
L/,:d,m (_½)(/,-j)12 (k-m,)l (2] + 1)!! 
m,2k-m,o: (½(k-j)) l  ( j -m) I  (k+,/'+l)II" (2.13e) 
For example, it holds that 
16 10-r4 10X26 10128 10 ~'210 _~1r523 _ (p2)5(p.q)2(q2)$ : - - l~ J  10122 + m ~'2 + ~/ + ~ + • 
A polynomial A in the monomial basis (2.4) was represented as a two- 
level vector ~vMc in (2.5). The three indices of the symplectic basis coef~cients 
AS(k,j, m) serve as vector indices in the representation f polynomials by three- 
level column vectors that we indicate s ~vec. Again for rank up to km~x = 2, the 
arrangement of the nine vector components i  
J~,vSc 
As[I,1,1] 
As[1,1,2] 
ASIl, l,~] 
[As[2,1, 
| As[2, 1, 2] 
[AS[2, 1,3] 
/as[2, x,4] 
A s[2, 1, 51 
(As{2,2,11 
.AS(1,,,,i) "~ 
.As(l, 1,0) l 
AS(i, I , - i ) )  
f A~(2,2,2) "~ 
| A~(2,2,1) | 
[ As(2,2, o) / 
|AS(2,2 , -1)  |
\AS(2,2,-2)) 
(As(2,o,o)) 
coefficient of 
IXI 
2xl1~!  
(2.14) 
In working with the polynomials and their vector epresentations, wehave 
developed a number of muSIMP functions that allow us to handle polynomials in 
three reserved variables either in explicit form or through their monomial and 
symplectic vector representations, and convert freely between the three to any 
specified maximum rank (or perturbation order). 
3. COMPARISON OF THE TWO BASES IN MULTIPLICATION 
The problem we address can be stated now in more precise form: suppose we have 
two polynomials ..~ and 8 to a certain rank , and a binary operation o, that is 
generally nonlinear, non-commutative, to a third polynomial C = ~ o B, also up to 
the rank k; suppose we have calculated the operation between general elements of 
this finite-dimensional vector space 'once and for all' so we have it in tabular form 
between the elements of their vector representation. The question is: for numeric 
and symbolic computation, what basis, the monomial or the symplectic basis, is 
more ei~cient ? 
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3.1. The monomial basis Of course, if the binary operation is 'arbitrary' there 
is probably no single best choice. As stated in the Introduction, we have been con- 
cerned with Lie optics; the operations we have met are ordinary multiplication, 
Poiseon bracket, and aberration group composition. The last one is particularly 
efficient in the symplectic basis; the reasons will be seen in Section 5. For Poisson 
brackets, to low orders, the symplectic basis is also more efficient, as will be shown 
in the next Section. In this Section, we shall see that ordinary (bilinear, com- 
mutative) multiplication between polynomials favors the monomial basis. This is 
already evident from the simplicity of multiplication "×" between the basis vectors 
in the monomial basis 
Mk+,ko ,k_  x Mu ~., k~ = M , ~ , • ~+,~o, - k++k+,ko+ko,k -+k-  (3.~) 
The multiplication table in the monomial basis for the general case when 
= ~, A.M..M..., ~ = ~, B~M... and C = ~ x ~ = ~ O.M..M..., specifies the vector ele- 
ment coefflcients O~ (k+, k0, k-)  -- O M [k, n] as sums of products of one coefficient 
A M and one BM; this reflects the bilinearity of the operation. We use the notation 
of (2.5) and, to save space, we write AM(k+, k0, k_) as A~t+kok_ and similarly for 
B and C; we also use the column vector delimiters ( . . .} as muSIMP does. The 
multiplication of two polynomials to rank k = 3 is then 
op=~ = { { o }, for ~O0,010,OOt, 
O~oo -- ~ ~'~o~I'~o, 
M M M M CL10 AotoBtoo + AlooBolo, 
C~ t A~IB~oM M + AtooBool , M  
~:  A0t0B°lo' 
M M M M A ootBoIo + AoloBool, 
o~2 A~'0~) ,  
(3.2~) 
(3.~b) 
M M M M C~o o = { AlooB2oo + A2ooBloo, 
C~O M M M M M M M M Ap~oB~oo + A~oB~o + A~oB~oo + A~ooBo~o, 
0~1 A oo1B~9o + A~ooB~ol + A;OIB~Oo + A~ooB~o1, 
C?~o A~oB~o + A~oB?oo + AT~B~o + A~oB~o, 
C~. A~otB~o t + A~o2B~o 0 + A~ooB~o2 + A~0IB~I, 
C~o A0t0B0~oM M + A020Bolo , M  M 
~I  M M M M M M M M AooI Bo~o + AoIoBoIt + A o~lBo~o + A o3oBo9~, 
o~12 A Y01~t + a~02~0 +A~'10B~2 + A0~lB0%, 
M M M M 0~'~3 A001B002 + A002B001 } }. 
M M M M AlolBolo + AlloBool, 
The first three components, U~00, M M C~10, and C001, are zero because the product of 
polynomials with no constant term starts with rank 2. In fact, all such polynomials 
modulo a finite rank kmffix are nilpotent. When additive constants A~0 are needed 
we have added M M M M ~vecB000 A00OBv, c + to C~e (3.2), instead of lengthening the table 
with two more summands in each line. 
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The number of terms in AB present in the monomial-basis multiplication 
table, enlarged to fifth rank (ninth aberration order), are: 
RANK k = 1 2 3 4 5 
NUMBER OF BASIS VECTORS 3 6 10 15 21 
CUMULATIVE DIMENSION 3 9 19 34 55 
TERMS IN MONOMIAL MULTIPLICATION 0 9 36 96 120 
CUMULATZVE LENGTB 0 9 45 141 261 
We remark that in the table (3.2) all the coefficients of AB terms are unity. The 
computation task involves then simply the sum of those products. 
3.2. The symplectic basis Multiplication of the elements of the symplectic 
basis does not yield a single term as in (3.1), but is a sum over the symplectic spin 
index values j"  that are allowed by the fixed total rank k" = k + k t >_ j" ,  total 
'magnetic number' Irn + rnll <: j" ,  and the requirement that k - jn be even. The 
sum takes the form 
1+i' 
kI i x k'ZY' ~ xS( j , / ,m,  mt;j ") k+k'ZY" (3.3) ml ~ ~n+rn~l. 
J"=lJ'-J'l 
The multiplication coefficients in the symplectic basis, X s (j, jr, m, mr; j"), are ra- 
tional numbers that may be obtained from the multiplication formula for spherical 
harmonics [see: [Biedenharn and Louck (1981)], Eqs. (3.138) and (3.189)] in terms 
of two Wigner 3jm coefficients; this long expression should not be recalculated 
each time, however, because it would stongly increase the computation comple- 
xity. Instead, we resort to a table that groups the symplectie spin multiplets and 
is the three-level analogue of (3.2). It is* 
= { { {0}  }, for +1,0 , -1 ,  (3.4,,) 
C 22 = { s s { AnlBn l ,  
C~21 ---- 
C~20 ----- 
cs2! = 
032_2 ---- 
C oo = 
c s3 = 
C~$32 = 
0331 
C~3 0 
oh_/= 
C~32 = 
S s s S A11oBD1 + A lnBno,  
s s s s (3.4b) A~liB~ll + An0Bn0 + A lnB I I  !, 
S S S S AnlBn0 + AnoBn l ,  
s s A I I !B l l !  }, 
S S S S 2 /3A l l !Bn l  - Al l0Bl l0/3 + 2/3A~llB1Sll } }, (3.4c) 
s s s s { AraB222 + A222Bm, 
S S S S S S S S 
Al10B222 + AlllB221 + A221Bll 1 + A222B11 O,
S S S S S S S S S S S S 
All!B222 + A110B221 + AlllB220 + A220Bll 1 + A221Bllo + A222Bll !, 
s s s s s s s s s s s s +A B +A B +A B +A B AlllB221 110 220 l l l  221 221 I l l  220 llo+A221Bll!,(3"4d) 
s s s s s s s s s s s s All!B220 + Al10B221-5 AlllB222_ + A22_2Blll + + A22!Bllo A220Bll! ,
S S S S S S S S 
AllIB22 ! + AlloB22_2 + A22_2B110 + A22!BII! , 
*To  maintain uniform column width, we indicate negative indices by an underline: -1 = 1, etc. 
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O 3s = 
C~l I = 
O~l 0 ----- 
C~l ! = 
S S s s 
AIl lB222 -}- A22_2BII ! }, 
AIIOB221/5 + + { 4/SA~llB~22 s s s s S S S S -- AlI1B200 2/15All lB220 + A2OOBnl 
_}_ s s s s s s A221BllO/5 + 2/15A220BIII  -- 4/SA222Blll, 
S S S S S S S S S S 2~5All!B221 + AlloB2oo -- 4/15Al10B220 + 2/5AluB22 ! + A200Bllo 
+ s s _ 4/15A~20B~lo s s 2/SA22!Bl l  1 + 2/5A221Bll l ,  (3.4e) 
S S S S S S 
- -  AIIOB22!/5 AIIIB200 + 2/15All!B220 + 4/5A~llIB~2_2 + A200BII!S s 
S S S S - A22 Bno/5 + 2/15A 20B u } }, + 4/5A222_Bii  _ 
Again, the first three components C~l m are zero since all our polynomials start 
with rank 1. 
The number of AB terms now present in the 8ymplectic-basis multiplication 
table are: 
XANK k (sPIN y) 
NUMBER OF BASIS VECTORS 
TERMS IN MULTIPLICATION 
CUMULATIVE LENGTH 
I(i) 2(2,0) 8(S, I) 4(4, 2,0) 5(5,~, 1) 
3 8(6+1) I0(7+3) 15(9+5+1) 21(II+7+S) 
0 12(9%3) 54(30+24) 156(67+77+12) 222(70+98-}-54) 
0 12 66 222 444 
We note that  the j = k multiplets have unit coefficients in the table (3.4), while 
the 3" < k ones have fractions. 
3.3. Comparison of the two bases For multiplication, the monomial basis is the 
most efficient of all because the product rule (3.1) yields only one term. Yet, the 
symplectic basis lags not too far behind: in (3.3), two of the three labels, k and m, 
are conserved. The number of suIn_mands j "  is one for m = +k and m : -t-(k- 1), 
two for m = i (k  -- 2) and m -- +(k - 3), etc., up to the integer part of k/2 plus 
one for m ---- 0. The total number of sl,mmands over the 2k + 1 values of m is 
thus again ~ (k + 1)(k + 2), the dimension of the k-multiplet. The average number 
of summands over the range of m's is then (k + 1)(k + 2)/2(2k -{- 1), and this is 
asymptot ical ly -~ ~k. The ratios of cumulative lengths of monomial to symplectic 
basis multiplication tables is 1, 0.75, 0.68, 0.64, and 0.59 for the first five ranks. 
To compare cPU running times, the coefficients present a special problem 
in a port ion of the symplectic-basis multiplication table: in each rank k, the 
2k + 1 members of the j ---- k multiplet have unit coefficients in the table while 
the ] = k - 2,..., I or 0 multiplets have fractions, muSIMP works exclusively with 
ratios of integers, and this contributes to make computation slower in that basis; 
longer table functions also perform slower. Average cPu running times in a PC, 
for 15 runs using symbolic and fractional numeric polynomial coefficients, in ad 
hoc units (seconds), were: 
RANK ]~ 2 3 4 5 
SYMBOLIC, MO~OMIAL BASIS 0.24 1.64 6.55 12.76 
id. SYMPLECTIC BASIS 0.55 4.91 29.22 72.94 
NUMERIC, MONOMIAL BASIS 0.51 2.98 I0.50 18.96 
~d. SYMPLECTIC BASIS 0.88 6.05 21.63 46.37 
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The ratio of monomial to symplectic omputation time for numeric coefficients 
that are fractions, is 0.58, 0.49, 0.49, and 0.41, for k = 2, 3, 4,5. Computation 
with symbolic coefficients lengthens the lists with each multiplication and first 
sum; this is reflected in the ratio of the monomial to symplectic omputation 
times: 0.43, 0.33, 0.22, and 0.18, for the same ranks. 
4. POISSON BRACKETS 
The Poisson bracket [Goldstein (1963)] between two functions .4(G(P,q)) and 
B (~(p, q)) is a third function 
a,~a~ a,~a~ o.4aB o.40~) 
{.4, B} = 8q----~ ,:9p---1~ + 69q2 oqp2 ogpl cgq, ap2 aq2 (4.1a) 
= 2¢+ E~o aG+ E(+ "~o/+ 2~o a~+ a~+,~G_ 
_p2,_(:.~_~_a' OA c3,) 
ago ago E~-_ " 
(4.1b) 
This is an antisymmetric, bilinear operation, 
{.4, ~} = - {~,.4}, {0,.4 + #~, c} = ~ {,~, c} + # {~, c}, (4.2,,) 
that obeys the Jacobi identity 
{.4, {B, C}} -t- {~B, {C, .4}} -I- {C, {.4, B}} = O, (4.2b) 
and follows the Leibnitz rule 
{.4B, C} = .4 {B,C} + {.4, C} B. (4.2c) 
An operation that satisfies (4.2a) and (4.2b) is a Lie bracket [Gilmore (1978)], 
[Steinberg (1986)], and the vector space of functions, if finite-dimensional, becomes 
thereby a Lie algebra. Under ordinary multiplication, the functions till commute; 
the Leibnitz rule allows the extension of the Lie algebra to its universal covering 
algebra. 
It is of interest o handle and calculate Poisson brackets efficiently for the 
functions .4 and B represented by two- and three-level vectors. The calculation of 
Poisson brackets is one of the main computational concerns in applications of Lie 
methods to high-order perturbation problems [Forest and Berz (1989)]. 
4.1. Rank 1 algebra, rank k ideals We denote by .4k, Bk, ... polynomials of 
~triet rank k, i.e., homogeneous of degree k in the components Gi and of degree 
2k in the basic phase space variables (p, q). Since the Poisson bracket involves 
products of first derivatives, it has the property 
{~k, Bk,} = Ck+k'-l, (4.3a) 
in particular, 
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{A1, Bk} ~- Ck. (4.3b) 
Hence, the basis of polynomials of rank 1, 
1XI ~ p2 = M100, IX01 = P 'q  ---- M010, :IX11 = q2 = M001, (4.4) 
closes under the Poisson bracket operation, and constitutes the three-dimensional 
Lie algebra sp(2, ~), called the two-dimensional real symplectic algebra. 
The chosen basis elements satisfy the elementary brackets that we write 
{ 1X.1 ' 12:.1 } p2 p.q  q2 
. .  ta  ,6  
p2 : 0 --2p 2 --4p.q (4.5a) 
p .q  : 2p 2 0 --2q 2 
q2 : 4p.q 2q 2 0 
or  
{Mloo, M010} = -2Mloo, 
{M01o, Moo1} -- -2MooÂ, 
{Mool, MlOO} -- 4M010, 
{ 1 , lxL } = 2m,xL ,  
{ 1.~'11 , 12~ I } = --4 l z l .  
(4.5b) 
The map ~3 x ~3 ~_, ~s of C1 = {~I, B1} in the monomial (and symplectic) 
basis is given by the table 
MN~) 0 M M M M C ~ 2AoloBlo -- 2AIooBo~o, 
M M M M Colo 4AoolBloo 4AlooBool, 
M M M M M C0Ol 2A0olBol0 2AoloBool. 
(4.o) 
The aIgebra sp(2, ~) is the degenerate lowest-dimensional p rtner of several 
Cartan algebra families [Gilmore (1978)] denoted sp(2,@~) -- so(2, 1) = su(1,1) --- 
sl(2, ~): pseudo-orthogonal in 2%1, pseudo-unitary in 1%1, and special linear real 
algebras in two dimensions, respectively. 
When rank 1 polynomials meet others of rank k in Poisson brackets, the 
result remains of rank k; see equation (4.3b). This means that the vector subspace 
of polynomials of strict rank k is ideal (or homogeneoua space), invariant under the 
action of the Lie operator {Al,O} [Steinberg (1986)]. The direct sum ideal of all 
k > 1 polynomials i thus reduced into sub-ideals labelled by k, and each invariant 
under that algebra of operators and, most important, he corresponding Lie group 
of linear symplectic transformations of phase space. The ensuing properties will 
be further detailed and exploited in the next Section. In the vector notation we 
used, we may grade the Poisson bracket operation by rank as 
ci 1 C2 Cs 
¢4 C 
At 
d2 
=. .~$ 
.44 
B1 
B2 
, BS 
{A~, BI} 
{AI, ~2} % {,~2, ~I} 
{~i, 8s} + {.42, B2} + {~:, B~} 
{'~I, ~4} % {'~2, B3} % {,~$, ~2} + { '~4,  ~1} 
(4.z) 
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4.2. Poisson brackets in the monomial basis When we work in the machine 
with explicit polynomials in recursive, distributive functions, an obvious tactic to 
save searching time is to arrange the polynomial so as to have the list structure of 
a sum of terms; each term will be a sublist with a coefficient (that may be numeric, 
symbolic, or empty when unity), and a set of reserved identifiers for the monomial 
indices. The bilinearity property (4.2a) allows a recursive decomposition algorithm 
to express the bracket as a sum of elementary Poisson brackets between the basis 
elements. 
In the monomial basis we have the closed expression 
{Mk+,ko,k- Mk' k' k' } = 4(k-kt+- ' t -1  
' +~ O' - 
+ 2(kok:  k+k  + k_k  k' - - k0  
(4.8) 
In particular, 
{ Mloo,Mk+,ko,k_ } = -4k-Mk.,ko+l,k_- i  - 2koM*++l,ko-l,*_, (4.9a) 
{Molo,Mk+,ko,k_ } = 2(k+ - k_)Mk+,ko,k_ , (4.9b) 
{Moo1,Mk+,ko,L } = 4k+Mk+_l,ko+l,k - + 2koMk+,ko_l,k_+l , (4.9e) 
and we note that 
{M101 - Mo20,Mk+,ko,k_ } = 0. (4.9d) 
Each elementary Poisson bracket between monomials thus yields two, one, or no 
monomiais. This tactic provides a shortcut o write symbolic Poisson bracket 
muSINP functions, but it is evident hat the recursivity of such functions makes 
them slow when the polynomials are not sparse but 'arbitrary', because an in- 
creasing proportion of the computing time is taken to administrate the recursion 
tree, and because the output still has to be trimmed to collect the basis set. For 
example, we would never use the four Cartesian components (4.1a) for Poisson 
brackets of scalar functions (used in axis-symmetric optics); for that purpose we 
rather use the basis given in (4.1b). 
We take again a tabular approach to Poisson brackets. Equations (4.9) 
provide the k = 1 component c..M.'s of the table. Let us examine the number of 
terms in the brackets of ~1 with B1, B2, and Bs. The counts of terms are: 
{M..., M...} 
100 : 
010 : 
001 : 
1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 8 
, .  . .  . .  . o  . ,  , ,  , .  . ,  . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 
total: 6 total: 16 total: 32 
(4.i0) 
and the count for ¢4 --- {~ql, B4} is 52. 
Since we are displaying explicit results for ranks up to k~.ax = 3, we write 
the table for C3 = {~2, B2}: 
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~M M M M M , 
~00 -- 4A~0B200 -- 4A200Bn0 '  f,f M M M M M M M 
C 8Ao~oB~9 o + 8A~pIB~o --  8A20oBo20 - -  8A2ooBIo I, 
O.291 4A~l l -B~0 --  4A~00B~11, 
0~20 8AoIIB2oo+4Ao2oBllo+4AIolBIIo_4AIIoBo20~ M ~ M M M M M _4AlloB1o I M  M _8A2ooBolI,M M 
M M M M M M M M M 0111 = 16Aoo2B~OO + 4Ao11B~1o - 4AnoBon - 16A2ooBoo2, 
C'M~2.v M ~,r M M 4Ao02Bl l  0 -- 4All0B002, 
4Ao 1B o -4A  lO B I, M M M 
Co21 8Aoo2B110+4AonBo20-t-4AonBml-4Ao20Bon-4Alo1Bon 
(4.11) 
M M -8AIIOBO0 2, 
M M M M M M M M M 
= 8Aoo2B1o I -- 8Ao2oBoo 2 C012 8Aoo2Bo2o + - -  8A101B002, 
M M M M M 
Coo S = 4Aoo2B011 - -  4AoIIBoo2 . 
The number  of e lements in the tables for aberrat ion  orders up to  seven, 
rank  k = 4, are obta ined  f rom Cs -- {42, B2} as given above, and  C4 --- {42, B3}, 
whose  expl ic i t  express ions we omit.  They  are 
2 1 1 0 0 0 $ 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 o 
{_M'...,.b[...} 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 3 
, ,  , ,  , .  , ,  , ,  , ,  , .  . .  , .  . ,  0 .  . ,  . .  . ,  . ,  , ,  
200: 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 
i i0 :  I 0 1 I 2 2 I 1 2 1 2 2 i 2 2 2 
101: 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
020: 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
011: 2 2 1 1 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
002: 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 
total: 34 total: 72 
(4.12) 
Now we may count  totals for the monomia l  basis Poisson bracket  to ranks  
k = 1, 2, 3, 4, as par t  of the s t ructure  (4.7). F rom (4.10) we see that  rank k = 1 
entai ls  on ly  6 terms;  str ict  rank k = 2 t reats  32 terms (16 for {41, B2} and i6 
for {42,  B1}); k = 3 involves 2 x 32 + 34 = 98 terms;  and k = 4 must  deal w i th  
2 x 52 + 2 x 72 = 248 terms.  The  cumulat ive complexi ty  of the  Polsson bracket  in 
the monomia l  (vs. symplect lc)  basis will be tabu la ted  below. 
4.3. Po isson brackets  between symplect ic  po lynomia ls  The  Poisson brackets 
between the  symplect ic -bas is  monomia ls  kx~ can be given also in terms of a clo- 
sed (a lbeit  long) fo rmula  involving 3 jm Wigner  coefficients (see reference [Dragt, 
Forest ,  and  Wolf  (1986)], equat ions (7.14), (7.21), and (7.52)).* Its overal l  struc-  
tu re  is s imple,  however:  it has the fo rm of a single sum 
/+ j ' - i  
= .oi.;'.s".,.., 
/ '= lm+m'[  
k+kl+j" odd 
* There must be tL shorter and more symmetrical formula for {/tX~ k%-f , "m' } where all symmetries 
be evident. 
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where the index ]" takes values spaced by two units so that k + l~ - ]" - 1 be 
even. This expression is not as simple as the Poisson bracket between monomials 
(4.8), but we may easily prove some valuable properties. In addition to respecting 
the grading by rank, the Poisson bracket operation conserves the total macnetic 
index ra + rn t on both sides of the equality. 
A well-known Lie-theoretical property, that may be verified from the ex- 
plicit formula (2.7c), is that 
1, '% } = 2(,,-,-j) 
{, ,x l ,  ' x,2 } = 
= o. 
aAismo (4.14a) 
WEIGHT (4.14b) 
LOWSRING (4.14c) 
SOALARS (4.14d) 
These closed expressions axe valid for all triplets ~ I  i = IP × ql ~-1 111 for ~ odd, 
and all singlets ~I  ° for ~ even, because we use {IP x ql 2, f (p2  p .q ,  q2) } __ 0. The 
zero in (4.9d) is Lie-theoretlcal because Ip x q]2 = p2q2 _ (p.q)2 is the Casimir 
invaxiant of the Lie algebra. 
The choice of the symphctic basis thus reduces both the number of inde- 
pendent ables and yields a single term between brackets involving an ~ triplet. 
Corresponding to the counts (4.10) in the monomial basis, the Poisson bracket in 
the symplectic basis counts 
22222 
{,,x.~ ~z'.'} 1 o 1 2 1 0 1 2 o s 2 t 0 1 2 s 1 0 1 
, . . . .  = . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ .. ,_ . . . .  
..1: 0 1 1 0 l 1 1 1. 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
..0: 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
• .1: 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
total: 6 total: 12 total: 24 
(4.15) 
and the total count for C4 = {.41, B4} in the symplectic basis is 36. 
Cs  = 
c~ss 
C~s2 
C~S1 
C s 
38O 
C~s! 
c ss 
Again, to complete explicit results for km~x = 3, we write the table for 
{.42, B2} in the symplectic basis: 
S S S S = 4A~21B~22 - 4A~22B~21, 
8A2~oB22~2 - 8A2~2B2~ 0, 
,s ~ ~ S S S S 12A221B222 + 4A220B221 - 4A221B220 - 12A222B22!, 
S S S S $ S S S 
= 16A22_2B222 + 8A22!B221 - 8A221B221 - 10A222B222, 
S S S S S S -  S S -  
: 12A222_B221 + 4A22!B220 -4A220B22 ! - 12A221B227~ , 
s s = 8A222_B220 - 8A~20B~22, 
s s = 4A222_B22 ! - 4A~2!B~22, 
(4.16a) 
C~11 s s s s 8/5A22!B222 + /5A221B220 - 8/5A222B22!~ = -- 4 /5A220B221 4 s s s s 
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0~10 32/SA~22B~22 s s S S S S 4/5A221B221 + = -- -- 32/5A222B222_,  (4.16b) 4/5A221B221 
C~l! s s s s s s s s 
8/SA222B221 -b -- _-- _ 8 /5A221B222.  4/5A221B220 4/5A220-~221 
The counts for the number of terms above and in the C4 = {~12, BS} table 
that we  omit, are 
° 
2 2 2 2 2 0 $ 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 ¢ % 
2 I 0 i 2 0 s 2 i 0 I 2 8 1 0 1 [ } j . . . . .  • , *  * . . . . .  . .  , .  , .  . . . . . . .  . .~  
• 22 :  0 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 O i 1 
• 21:  1 0 2 2 2 0 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 
• 20:  1 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 
• 2 ! :  2 2 2 0 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
• 22 :  2 2 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 
• ~:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
to~:  32 to t~:64  
(4.17) 
Our comparative counts of 
contending bases favor the symplectic one: 
RANK k 
MONOMIAL BASIS 
SYMPLECTIC BASIS 
MONOMIAL I CUMULATIVE 
SYMPLECTIC j CUMULATIVE 
AB terms in the Poisson brackets for the two 
1 2 3 4 
6 32 98 248 
6 24 80 200 
6 38 136 384 
6 30  110  310 
The ratio of the total  number of summands in the Poisson bracket of monomial 
and symplectic bases is thus 1, 1.267, 1.236, 1.280 for ranks k = 1, 2, 3, 4. The use 
of the symplectic basis represents pr ima :ac ie  an improvement of about 25%. 
Again, the symplectic basis table coefficients include fractions, and this 
introduces some extra computation complexity. As we did at the end of last 
Section, we present average cPU running times for symbolic and fractional numeric 
polynomial  coefficients. These are: 
RANK ]g 
SYMBOLIC, MONOMIAL BASIS 
id. SYMPLECTIC BASIS 
NUMERIC, MONOMIAL BASIS 
id. 8YMPLECTIC BASIS 
2 3 4 
2.8 19.3 113.9 
2.0 13.1 81.8 
3.3 12.4 35.7 
2.8  10 .5  31 .0  
The ratios of these monomial to symplectic omputation times for symbolic coef- 
ficients are thus 1.397, 1.475, and 1.393, while for fractional numeric coefficients 
they are 1.165, 1.176, and 1.151. For low ranks, thus, the advantage of using the 
symplectic basis is higher than 40~ for symbolic and 15% for numeric calculations. 
5. LIE TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE OPTICAL ABERRATION GROUP 
Associated to any differentiable function .4 of phase space, its Lie operator is 
{4, o}, and its Lie ~rans/orrna~ion [Steinberg (1986)] is the formal series involving 
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multiple Poisson brackets 
= E = 
~=0 " ~ = 0  " 
that acts on the phase space variables, (p, q), or functions thereof. 
(5.1) 
5.1. Linear transformations The Lie transformations generated by rank 1 poly- 
nomials [in p2, p.q, and q2 el. (4.3b)] are linear on the basic phase space variables 
(p, q), and may be represented in matrix form 
where 
= ( cosh w - Aosinch a~ 
\ 2Alsinch w 
= - 4A IA_x ,  
-2A_lsinch ~ ) -1  (p )  
cosh w + Aosinch w 
sinch ~ = t~ -1 sinh ~. 
(5.2a) 
(5.2b) 
Notice that the matrix has unit determinant. 
The transformations among the monomial basis functions Afk+,ko,k_ are 
easy to find by Newton's binomials; they mix all monomials within a given rank 
k = k+ @ k0 + k-. The set of all transformations (5.2) generated by the algebra 
sp(2, ~) of rank-1 polynomials constitutes the Lie group of symplectic linear trans- 
formations Sp(2, ~). The action of this group on the space of polynomials i thus 
expressed through linear combinations ofthe d k = ½(k + 1)(k + 2) monomial coef- 
ficients in each rank by d k × d k matrices. It is the group-theoretic property of the 
symplectic basis k~ to completd~ reduce this matrix into [k/2] + 1 block-diagonal 
matrices corresponding to the values of j = k, k - 2,. . .  1 or 0. 
On the (k,j)-subvector BLj of Bs,~ written as in (2.14), the Lie transfor- 
mation exp {~1, o} maps 
exp {-~1, o}: Bk, ~. ~-~ B~,j = I )  (j) (M-1)rBk j  ', (5.3a) 
where M -1 is the matrix that appears in (5.2), r indicates transposition, and D(J) 
is the spin-j matrix representation of Sp(2, ~), independent of k, with elements 
[Navarro-Saad and Wolf (1986a)] 
anl~iJrm-n c~+mt-n d -m-mr" 
l 'm,mt  rnt  - / 
(5.3b) 
Since the matrix M has unit determinant, ad-  bc = 1, only three of the four 
variables are independent. Thus, whereas in the monomial basis there are d~ = 
¼ (k + 1)2 (k + 2)2 matrix elements involved in products with the vector coef~cients, 
the symplectic basis counts ~Y---k(-2)rq°r° (2j+l)  2 elements; this is ~(k+2)(4k2+10k+ 
3) for keven, and ~(k+1)(4k 2+14k+9)  for k odd. For k = 1,2,3,4,.. .  the 
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number of elements in the monomial basis is 9, 36, 100, 225, ... -~ ¼k 4, versus 9, 
26, 58, 107, . . . .~ ]k  s in the symplectic basis. 
5.2. Aberrations of phase space If -4k is a polynomial of strict rank k, and thus 
of degree 2k in p and q, then by (4.3) the successive terms of the series in the Lie 
transformation qt = ~xp {~k, o} : q = q+ {~k, q} + ~. {~k, {Ak, q}} +""  will be of 
degrees 1, 2k - l ,  4k-3 ,  .. . .  These maps of phase space are nonlinear [Wolf (1988b]. 
Yet, we can examine the action of these operators as linear transformations onthe 
finite-dimensional quotient space of polynomials of (p, q) modulo terms of degree 
larger than a given aberration order 2km~x - 1. When k = 1, we have the full series 
and the result appears in (5.2), while when k = km~x, there will be a single term 
{-4k, q} in the series beyond q (and similarly for p). Lie transformations of the 
quotient space constitute a finite-parameter g oup, called the aberration group of 
order 2km~x - 1. 
The elements of the seventh-order aberration group may be parametrized 
by the coefficients of a rank-4 polynomial ~ as a factored product [Dragt, Forest, 
and Wolf (1986)], [Dragt and Finn (1976)] 
~(A) = ~(-44, -43, 42, -41) 
= exp {-44, o} exp (.43, o} exp (-42, o} exp {.41, o} (5.4). 
= ~(-44,-4s, ~2, o) -y(o, o,o, -41) 
= r(A) GCM) 
The null polynomial generates the unit transformation, F(A) = ~/(-44, -4a, -42,0) 
is the pure aberration part of the polynomial -4, and the action of the rightmost 
factor G(M) is given in (5.2) with the matrix M(-41). This construction is of 
interest in optics, where the action of each optical element is represented by a 
polynomial (to the aberration order), factorized into a parazial transformation M 
and an aberration part A -- {~4,-4s~-42}. An optical system composed of more 
than one optical element is obtained by the group composition of the representing 
polynomials. Group elements multiply in the same order as light rays traverse 
their optical representees (the convention is from left to right [Dragt, Forest, and 
Wolf (1986)]), and in particular G(M)G(N) = G(MN). 
The composition of two aberration group elements, ~/(-4) q(B) = "7(C), is 
an operation -4 o B = C in the space of polynomials of rank up to kma~. The 
paraxial part of the polynomials is special: it generates the semisirnple factor 
of the semidirect-product group of aberrations. The normal subgroup of pure 
aberrations i not abelian (beyond k = 2), but nilpotent. So we may separate the 
product according to (5.4) as 
~(-4) ~(B) = r(A) G(M) F(B) GiN ) 
= FCA ) GCM) FCB) GCM) -1 G(M) GC1N) (5.5) 
= r(A) rcc(~): B) G(MN)  
= r(A~[G(~a): B]) G(MN).  
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Here, G(M) : B is the pure-aberration vector that is the result of the action of the 
paraxial part M(~ql) of ff(Jq) on each of the (k,j)-subvectors of B given in (5.3), 
and "~" is the 'gato' operation of pure aberration composition. The latter can 
be found through the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, as shown in reference 
[Steinberg (1986)]. Indicating A = {A4, ~s, ~2}, G(M) : B = B = {$4, Ss, $2} and 
C = A~B = {g4, Cs, C2}, this operation is given by 
C2 = 42 + (5.6a) 
= + + ½ (5.6b) 
c ,  = + + 
The rank-1 parts of the polynomials, representing the paraxial group elements, are 
best handled as 2 × 2 matrices because their group composition (matrix product) 
is the simplest. 
5.3. Comparison of the two bases The pure third order aberration subgroup 
(first order perturbation) has here 6 parameters and composition is abelian - - i t  
is a simple sum of the perturbations of the factors. The 10 parameters of fifth- 
order aberrations (second order perturbations) involve a sum of the fifth order 
aberrations of the factors, plus a bilinear compounding of third-order aberrations. 
Finally, the 15 seventh-order coefficients (third order perturbation) involve linear, 
bilinear, and trilinear compounding between the aberrations (perturbations) of 
the factor elements. 
Comparison between the tables of pure aberration compounding in the 
monomial and in the symplectic bases yields, in the tables for C out of (5.6), the 
following counts of the number of terms involving A, B [linear], plus A/~ [bilinear], 
plus AAB, AB/3 [trilinear] terms. (of. [Wolf (1988a)], where we counted the 
number of aurns). For ranks k = 2,3,4, the monomial basis has 12, 54 [20+34], 
and 422 [30÷72+320] terms while the symplectic basis (spin j = k,k - 2 , . . . )  
counts 12 (10+2), 52 [20÷32] (34+18), and 318 [30+64+224] (178+138+2) terms. 
Now, each of the B terms is in principle a linear combination of B's through 
the paraxial matrices that are fully reduced in the symplectic basis. Thus for k ----- 2 
there are 6 A summands in both bases, but the 6 B terms become 36 B's in the 
monomial basis and 26 in the symplectic one. For k = 3, linear terms in A and 
B account for 110 and 68 terms, respectively, while the 34 and 32 bilinear AB 
terms are multiplied by factors of 6 and 5, respectively (the j = 0 singlet of B's 
has zero Poisson bracket with all A's), so that the total count stands at 314 vs. 
228. Lastly, for k = 4, the 30 linear terms become 240 and 122, the 72 and 64 
bilinear terms that involve $s become 720 and 400 (364 from the septuplet and 
36 from the triplet), and the 320 and 224 trilinear terms involving one and two 
$2's bloat to 960+5760=6720 and 560+2800=3360 terms. Hence the total counts 
for the monomial basis are 7680 terms and 3882 terms for the symplectic basis. 
There is roughly a 100% advantage in using group theory to choose the right basis 
for calculations in aberration order seven. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Symbolic computation with polynomials in various bases is of interest not only for 
axis-syrn~m_etrlc optical design, but in a fair variety of systems subject to perturba- 
tion expansion. Here we have seen that the monomial basis is about twice as fast 
as the symplectic basis for multiplication, while the converse is true for aberration 
group composition, to seventh aberration order. 
We have used polynomial multiplication as a step in solving the implicit 
canonical equations that determine the root transformation f phase-space [Dragt, 
Forest, and Wolf (1986)], [Navarro-Saad and Wolf (1985)], [Navarro-Saad and Wolf 
(1986b)], that is a factor to the map due to refracting surfaces between homoge- 
neous media, and reflection. There we work with polynomials that have vector 
factors p or q, i.e., phase-space vectors on the optical screen. The polynomial 
dimensions are then doubled and the structure is then that of a graded algebra 
under multiplication (scalar and vector), and represents half-integer 8pin under 
the paraxial group Sp(2,~R). The paraxial group takes the place of the dynamical 
group of the 'unperturbed Hamiltonian' in quantum mechanics and suggests the 
right basis to classify its perturbation expansions. 
Thus, for geometrical fiber optics, the relevant phase space basis will be the 
creation/annihi lat ion complex (classical)variables a~: = (ql q- ipy) [Wolf (1988a)]. 
For non-axis-symmetric systems we should pay attention to the group homomor- 
ph ism Sp(4,~) ~ S0(4,2) that will mandate the 6-variable spherical harmonics 
of the six-dimensional rotation group S0(6), reduced with respect o the S0(3) 
subgroup that is embedded in it as Sp(2, ~) is in Sp(4, ~) [Wolf (1987)]. Finally, 
we must  remark that group theory provides certain leads on the right toavization 
of polynomials used in optics [Garcia-Bull~, Lassner, and Wolf (1986)] because 
realizations of the paraxial Lie algebra and group on function Hilbert spaces are 
known. The aim in this respect is to design a system through composing roup ele- 
ments in geometric optics and then choose the group realization that corresponds 
to the light wavelength. 
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